Digital Video Solutions

HD-H-SP-Rx — 100 Meter HDBaseT Slim-Pack Receiver
HD-H-SP-Tx — 100 Meter HDBaseT Slim-Pack Transmitter

HDBaseT 70m extender set - Compressed 4K-60 4:4:4, IR & RS-232 18v PoE.

HD-H704K-SP Signal Processing, Switching, audio output
1x2 HDMI with extracted

Presentation Switcher Family
Compass 3.0
2x1 HDMI / VGA Switcher
DV-MFSW-21A

8-Input x 8-Output HDMI Matrix Switcher
DV-HMSW4K-88

7 x 1 Multi-Format Glitch-free Scaling Switcher
DV-MFSS-71

5-Play Scaler Receiver
HD-HSC-SP-Rx — 100 Meter HDBaseT 1.0 Class A

Four Input and Two Output Scaling Auto Switcher with HDBT
DV-HDSS-41-Tx — 100 Meter HDBaseT Slim-Pack Transmitter

CAT-X Extender - PC to 2 device
2-Port FlexPower 100m
USB-EXT-2*

CAT-X Extender - PC to 1 device
1-Port FlexPower 100m
USB-EXT-1*

2x1 HDMI VGA Switcher
DV-HSW-21A

7 x 1 MultiVU Scaling Windowing Switcher
DV-MFMV-74

IPAD MOUNTS & CHARGERS

FSR has developed a line near real of mounting solutions for specific manufacturers. Wall, table and floor box solutions work with a variety of Crestron, SVSI, AMX, and Bose products.

Our DC Powered USB chargers for your smart devices come in a variety of form factors to meet your requirements. The chargers are perfectly necessary to keep your equipment charged and provide the best charging etiquette, no cables, tangles. Meanwhile come complete with universal power supply.

Perfect PoE/USB Charger
You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power.

The iPad® Wall Mount is designed for strength, practicality, and drop your solutions with IPS Designer.

Boxes Done Right

Audio, Video, Signal Management and Infrastructure Technologies

Digital Video Solutions

HDBaseTTM Extenders

DH1-Extender-Neutrik MiniWulb® Certified Category 6A Plenum Cable Assemblies are the ideal solution for 50 up to 120 ft (15 to 37 meters) to the Crestron iTouch, AMX Power Chassis, or any other system that supports the HDBaseT protocol.
FSR’s line of HDBaseT terminated cable assemblies are ready to plug in and work.

INTELLIGENT PLATE SOLUTIONS

The IPS family of interconnect solutions offers a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in white, ivory or black. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. Then select your interconnect component plate. IPS Plates come with a lifetime warranty. We offer FSR standard labeling, field our work sheets and bring drop your solutions with IPS Designer.

All FSR Wall Boxes, Floor Boxes, and Rack Boxes are available on our website, FSRinc.com, IPS Plates are available on our website, IPSPlates.com. FSR and the FSR logo are registered trademarks of FSR, Inc., used under license. All rights reserved. © 2018 FSR Inc. All Rights Reserved.
FLOOR BOXES

Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure.

A unique variety of boxes to handle stage, raised access, poured concrete or retro-fit flooring applications. Every small enclosed square inch makes the difference of your installation with solid construction, beautiful finish, tangible, and available accessories.

For The Best-in-Class Solution exceed the versatility of our floor boxes by creating custom solutions. The resulted material of each solution is easily coordinated with the FLEX floor boxes finishing.

WALL BOXES

Protect and Secure your Infrastructure Connections

Indoor and outdoor wall boxes protect your wall plates, panels and connections elegantly and securely. Our FLEX-O-RING box is the industry’s best choice for all of the above. Every small enclosed square inch makes it a WPB.

TABLE CONNECTIVITY

A wide range of cable management designs and options making the connection. Devices of display controllers, microphones and display, black, automation and configuration, creating a channel, and access are now available from stock.

The Harmony Collection of wall boxes provide a powerful and affordable solution for any installations. The removable connector plates are 100% configurable and available for both high and low voltage. Whether you need access to inputs or outputs the Harmony Collection gives you the flexibility that you need.

The Harmony Collection is available in 8”, 12”, and 18” heights.

WIRELESS CHARGE

FLEX-27 - Room Control at Your Fingertips

• 3.5” diagonal color touch screen
• Self-contained with many features and models
• Wall or desk mounting
• Up to 4 serial and 4 IR ports (select models)
• Multi command scripting, conditions, flags and counters
• Built-in clock / calendar with scheduler
• CU configuration utility

Pick from the T6-LB-UN, T6-LB-4SS, T6-LB-5SS and T6-HLB brackets.

WALL BOXES

CONCERTO CABLE MANAGEMENT

CONCERTO: The wider connectivity choice, elegant cable management in table designs feature a second tier for cable clearance and power as they traverse from the dedicated to the floor.

CONCERTO: Table-Top Box

Digital Ribbon Cables
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WALL BOXES

CONCERTO: The wider connectivity choice, elegant cable management in table designs feature a second tier for cable clearance and power as they traverse from the dedicated to the floor.

CONCERTO: Table-Top Box

Digital Ribbon Cables

High-speed, high-definition HDMI signal transmission over distances of up to 325 ft.

FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, hiding unsightly cables when not in use.

S3 & S4 models only

The Harmony Collection of table boxes provide a powerful and affordable solution for any installations. The removable connector plates are 100% configurable and available for both high voltage and low voltage. Whether you need access to inputs or outputs the Harmony Collection gives you the flexibility that you need. The Harmony Collection is available in 8”, 12”, and 18” designs.

CEILING BOXES

Now you can engineer the wiring requirements before laying of interior or processional floors. FSR’s ceiling boxes are the ideal choice for control systems, lighting control, audio control, and flexibility for all other systems. FSR’s ceiling boxes are the ideal choice for control systems, lighting control, audio control, and flexibility for all other systems.

ROOM CONTROL & COMBINING
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